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Objective

Seeking a career in a place that will allow me to develop and improve my knowledge and acquire 
field experience. Developing conditioning programs for injured and non-injured athletes to ensure 
safety in the program design incorporating nutrition plans and schedules customized to meet the 
complex individual needs of a professional athlete.

Skills

Customer Service, Microsoft, Fast Learner, Sales.

Work Experience

Soccer Trainer
ABC Corporation  January 2010 – May 2010 
 Found a few part time/seasonal jobs while in college during off-season for soccer.
 Gave me the opportunity to be a soccer trainer for U-5 through U-12 boys and girls.
 Prepared a detailed lesson plan that helped so main goals and objectives.
 Able to use my creativity to teach/coach these children quality techniques and strategies for 

playing soccer.
 Recreational program at SYSC is designed for new/beginning level players looking to be 

introduced to soccer.
 Created at this age are based around the technical development of the player.
 Assessed injuries and manages comprehensive treatment programs to prevent injury and 

rehabilitate professional athletes.

Soccer Trainer
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2010 
 Trainer to assist and train coaches to effectively run practice sessions.
 Trained kids ages 4 - 8 on the basic skills of soccer.
 Instructed soccer techniques for children/ Managed childrens soccer team.
 Promote exercise and fitness to children Taught the children different exercise routines to 

prevent injuries Ran soccer drills to improve skills .
 At this job I serve as a soccer trainer teaching children from ages 3-16 many various soccer 

skills.
 U-16 Playing I plaid in various soccer teams such as.
 Worked With kids ages 3-12, friendly and nice to all kids, and worked on teaching them how to

be better soccer players while also having fun and .
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